
Attention in Iconic Object MatchingT. D. Grove and R. B. FisherDepartment of Art�cial Intelligence, Edinburgh University5 Forrest Hill, Edinburgh EH1 2QLPHONE: 0131-650-3098 FAX: 0131-650-6899rbf@aifh.ed.ac.ukAbstractIn this paper we present the attention sub-system of an iconic, picturebased, vision system. Our system is based on an interest map that re-cords the saliency of potential foveation points. These saliency scoresare computed on the basis of both photometric features and know-ledge of the likely relationships between object sub-components. Wedemonstrate our attention algorithm on arti�cial and natural images.1 IntroductionThis paper describes the attention mechanism developed during an investigation[5] into an iconic vision system, that is, a system that performs visual tasks (e.g.object recognition) using pictorial data obtained directly from images. In its use of2D models, it bears some similarity to the eigenshape approaches of [1] and [13] andthe raster-based Principle Component Analysis approaches of [15] and [11]. Thiscontrasts with the alternative approach, which is to derive symbolic or geometricdescriptions, which are attractive from a computational point of view, becausethey are compact and easy to manipulate. Unfortunately, they are also extremelyhard to derive with any degree of reliability. On the other hand, although iconicdata is bulky and hard to manipulate, it is readily accessible.The view taken in this paper is that the accessibility of iconic representationsoutweighs their disadvantages, and that many of the apparent disadvantages oficonic representations can, to some extent, be overcome. This is especially truenow that computer memory and processors have become faster and cheaper. Wehave been investigating a problem decomposition involving three parts:1. A feature extraction mechanism that provides the input to the system, cap-turing important detail and suppressing noise and artifacts due to the ima-ging system.2. A model matching mechanism that copes with variability in the relativerotation, scale, illumination, etc. between the models and data.3. A visual attention mechanism responsible for locating items of interest. Thisis important in an iconic vision system, since we cannot a�ord to search theentire visible world for models as this would be computationally too expens-ive for large images. The use of visual attention also represents an approach
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to the `�gure-ground' problem: When a region is attended, it is foveated.Foveation isolates the attended region from the background, e�ectively seg-menting the image into �gure and ground.An additional goal was to develop this system in a manner which was broadlyconnectionist and biologically plausible, following the belief that the human (andanimal) vision system depends to a large extent on an iconic subsystem, as wellas a geometric subsystem [3].In this paper we concentrate on the attention mechanism and the features thatit uses as bottom-up cues to guide visual search. The matching mechanism isdescribed in detail in [5].2 Feature ExtractionThis project adopts a foveated (r; �) polar coordinate system for retino-centriccoordinates. We use 20 bands, each of which contains 48 sectors. The receptive�elds (i.e. the area of the (i; j) image from which they take input) of each pixel inthe (r; �) representation increases in size as r grows larger, in order to cover theentire foveated area. This increase in size is logarithmic, with the receptive �eldsof pixels being 1.2 times larger than those in the preceding band. The pixels inthe innermost bands take their input from only one or a few pixels, averaging thevalue. This gives us high resolution around the origin. Pixels in the outermostbands average over large numbers of pixels, giving lower resolution. Pixels overlapby about 33% to avoid gaps which leads to a certain amount of blurring. A polarrepresentation is attractive because it maps rotation and scaling into translation,and this feature is used in the matching algorithm to deliver scale and rotationinvariance.A foveated region is stored as a stack of (r; �) images. This stack includesthe raw (r; g; b) image data and this data at 1/2 and 1/4 scale (obtained by sub-sampling). This forms a small image-pyramid (or, strictly speaking, an image-cone) from which further features are extracted using low-level feature operators.The image stack contains a total of 42 (r; �) feature images.We want to detect features that represent interesting properties of the world,rather than artifacts of the imaging system and we would also like to be ableto compute these features locally in agreement with the neurophysiology of earlyvision. The features used here are those proposed by Marr [9] and are based onthe standard interpretation of neurophysiological investigations of the retina andprimary visual cortex. These features are extracted from the outer half (i.e. the(r; �) pixels with large r) of the planes in the image stack. They are:� Positive and negative intensity blobs at three scales� Positive and negative bars at three scales� Corners at three scales� Positive and negative R-G opponent colour blobs at three scales
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Figure 1: The 3x3 Neighbourhood and Edge Templates
a. Input image b. Foveated red channel at 1, 1/2 and 1/4 scaleFigure 2: (r; �) data at three scalesAll feature detection operators are based on a 3x3 operator (see Figure 1), andare applied to each point in the (r; �) image to yield a new image. Rather than uselarger operators, we reapply the 3x3 operator to a scaled intensity image. Halvingthe scale of the source image is equivalent to doubling the size of the operator. Inthis project, we use three scales : 1 , 1/2 and 1/4. This is illustrated in Figure2.We apply most of our feature detectors to a gray-scale (r; �) intensity imageobtained from the (r; g; b) data.Many authors emphasise the importance of corners in vision (e.g. [2] ). Figure3 shows the appearance of a typical corner in (r; �) space. Equation (1) will give astrong response to a corner such as the one presented in Figure 3. The �rst termin this function will return a large value if there is a large di�erence between thecentre pixel (x) and pixels p1; p3 and p4. This de�nes the \tip" of the corner. Thesecond term will suppress the �rst if this \tip" is not joined to a base (i.e, if thereis a large absolute di�erence between px and p6.) This term is scaled, since thereis likely be some intensity di�erence between the \tip" and \base", due to the tipoccupying less area of the pixel. The output of the corner detector is thresholdedat zero. Functions similar to (1) are de�ned for detecting positive (white-on-black)and inverted (the `corner' pixels are p1 and x) corners.negativecorner = min (p1 � x; p3 � x; p4 � x)� jx� p6j2 (1)A blob is a local maximum (a positive blob) or minimum (a negative blob), i.e.a pixel which is either lighter or darker than all of its neighbours. A positive blobdetector can therefore be de�ned as:
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xFigure 3: A corner in (r; �) spacepositiveblob = min (x� p0; x� p1; : : : x� p7) (2)The result of this operator is thresholded at zero. The negative blob has ananalogous de�nition, with the x and pn terms reversed.Four bar detectors are used; a positive and negative vertical bar detector, anda positive and negative horizontal bar detector. The positive vertical bar detectoris de�ned as:+verticalbar = min (p1� p0; x� p3; p6� p5; p1� p2; x� p4; p6� p7)�max (jx� p1j; jx� p6j) (3)The �rst term �nds the minimum di�erence along the sides of the bar. This issuppressed by the second term, which �nds the absolute di�erence along the bar.R�G colour blobs are found by applying the blob detector to an image derivedfrom the di�erence of the red channel from the green channel. This will give astrong response where there is a large local change in colour.3 AttentionThe purpose of the attention subsystem (see Figure 4) is to locate items ofinterest (that is, items that exist in the system's model base). A representationcalled an interest map controls this task by providing a record of the saliency ofcandidate foveation points. The interest map obtains values from low-level featuresextracted from the currently foveated region, and higher level context informationderived from the matcher.Desirable properties of an attention mechanism are that it 1) has a high like-lihood of foveating regions containing matchable models, 2) explores the visualspace, rather than continually refoveate the same region, 3) operates on both nat-ural scenes and arti�cial scenes, 4) detects potential threats and changes in theenvironment and 5) is biologically and psychologically plausible (i.e. is broadlyconnectionist and exhibits the property of graceful degradation).
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Figure 4: System OverviewApproaches to modelling visual attention include using 3D information derivedby stereopis [14] and colour [10] scale-space blobs [8] and motion (e.g. [12] and [1]).Our approach uses 2d photometric features of the image combined with an `interestmap'. Each point in this map refers to a point in space to which attention couldbe directed via a saccade and has a saliency score. This map is the same size, anduses the same coordinate system as the world-image. After each match has takenplace, the interest map is updated. The point with the maximum value is chosenas the new foveation point. The interest map can be regarded as analogous tothe accumulator array used in the Hough transform. As in the Hough transform,bins in the interest map accumulate evidence from di�erent features and di�erentfoveation points. This integration of evidence from a number of di�erent sourcescan be expected to lead to robustness with respect to noise. For this reason, aninterest map approach should be more reliable than a foveation stack (used, forexample, by [7]) based technique. A less important feature that makes the interestmap attractive in this project, is its potentially simple neural implementation asa sheet of mutually ihibitory cells. However, we are unaware of any evidence thatsupports the existence of such a structure in the human or animal vision system.Three sources modify the interest map: intrinsic interest, extrinsic interest, andsuppression.3.1 Extrinsic InterestAn extrinsic interest image is constructed by summing the various feature planesdescribed in Section 2, evenly weighting each feature response. This image is thendefoveated (mapped back into the (i; j) coordinate system) into the interest map.Before use, the interest map is initialised with a gaussian function centered onthe image center, so that in the event of there being no stimuli, the system willperform a spiral search outward from the center of the image.
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3.2 Intrinsic InterestThe intrinsic interest mechanism increases the interest of any areas likely to containobjects, based on what the system knows as a result of having already observedpart of the image.In addition to image and feature data, the image stack (and models) holdinformation about the relative position of models that commonly co-occur. Thisis used both to assist matching (allowing a weak image match to be su�cientto generate a model match, providing that it occurs in the right context) andattention. When a model is matched, the locations of models that occur with itare found and added to the interest map once the scale and rotation of the modelfor which the match occurred has been taken into account.The e�ect of this is to increase the strengths of those parts of the interestmap that correspond to the locations of unseen objects associated with the re-cently matched model. For example, matching an eye (without having previouslymatched any other features) will result in an increase in interest at locations cor-responding to the locations of other features associated with this eye. (e.g. themouth, the other eye, etc). The intrinsic interest component is weighted moreheavily than the extrinsic component, on the grounds that it can be expected tobe more reliable.3.3 SuppressionIn order to avoid constantly refoveating the same region, it is necessary to suppressthe interest map. Whenever a model is matched, a large negative constant is addedinto the region of the interest map corresponding to the model's location. The sizeof the suppressed region is the same as that of the model. A smaller region is alsosuppressed whenever a foveation occurs, regardless of whether a model is matched.The interest of every point increases by a small constant on each iteration to ensurethat points outside saccadic loops will eventually become su�ciently interestingto attract attention.4 Attention ExperimentsThe extrinsic interest function consists of three components. Each componentwas tested independently on a simple image consisting of circles and squares.Figure 5 shows the use of blobs and bars in guiding ttention. For the �rst 20saccades, the system spends a large amount of its time examining the middlecircle. This is unsurprising, since its edges are close to being ideal (r; �) spacebars. After a number of foveations, all the interest points in the vicinity of thiscircle have been suppressed and the blob detector sends the system to foveate the�lled circle, and then on to the box, after which the experiment was stopped.The corner driven attention in Figure 6 displays a kind of edge tracking beha-viour. This stems from the operator de�nition which de�nes a corner as an endpoint. If a bar passes through the fovea, the system will detect its termination or
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Figure 5: Foveations resulting from blob and bar detectors
Figure 6: Foveations resulting from corner detectiona change in curvature as a corner, providing that this change is great enough. Ifthere is nothing more interesting to look at, the system will track the boundary,which is what is happening in the case of the circle in Figure 6.Figure 7 demonstrates the use of the opponent colour blob detectors. Thesecan be used to detect the two coloured objects in the scene - being the lefthand�lled square (green) and circle (red). The system cannot initially see either of thecoloured objects, and so begins searching outward from the centre. After a numberof unsuccessful foveations, the system foveates the circle. It does not, however,foveate the square as this appears to be just outside the periphery and is thereforenot seen. The remaining colourless (i.e. black and white) items are not attended.Two tests were carried out on real images. Figure 8.a image shows a cat,containing large quantities of texture. Figure 8.b shows a Ugaritic cuneiformscript clay tablet, which is a much more arti�cial object, having sharp edges andwell de�ned features. Both extrinsic and intrinsic interest are used.In Figure 8.a three models are used: an eye, a face and a nose model. Thesehave all been derived from the image. These models contain information relatedto the relative positions of the other models, so that once one model has beenmatched, intrinsic interest will assist in locating the other models.Figure 8.a shows the saccadic path generated in the course of 30 saccades.The �gure-ground separation is distinct in this image, since there are fewer strongfeatures and they are further apart. The system seems to be strongly attracted tothe eyes (which stand out as negative blobs) and the mouth (positive blobs). This
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Figure 7: Foveations resulting from opponent colour blob detectorsis slightly suggestive of human experiments [17]. There is also some attraction tothe dark black marks on the cat's coat (negative bars). A reconstructed image(Figure 8.c) was created by defoveating the attended points back into an (i; j)image. The face stands out clearly in this image, and it is reasonable to say thatthe system as implicitly identi�ed the features of the face as `�gure'. The systemmakes 5 successful matches in the course of 30 saccades. The left eye is matchedtwice.In Figure 8.b, the system has two models: one for a horizontal wedge and onefor a vertical one. The vertical wedge model states that there should be furthervertical wedge on either side. While this is not always the case, there is a commoncharacter made of three vertical wedges. By de�ning a vertical wedge in this way,intrinsic interest enables the system to locate further wedges.Figure 8.b shows the saccadic path generated after the system has exploredabout 50% of visual space during the �rst 90 saccades. Figure 8.d shows thereconstructed image. The system has made a reasonable attempt at separatingthe �gure from the ground. Areas that do not contain any wedges, such as thetop-left hand corner of the image, are not foveated and consequently appear asuniform in the reconstructed image. Many of the points visited also lie on or nearwedges, causing the wedges to appear relatively distinctly in the reconstructedimage. 16 models are correctly matched in the course of the search.5 ConclusionsTests on real images indicate that the attentional mechanism does separate �gurefrom ground in the manner desired. It also explores a reasonable amount of thevisual world and locates objects with su�cient precision to make it possible tomatch them using the algorithm described in [5]. The interest map approachimplemented also has properties that the human visual system is also likely topossess: 1) it is attracted by features, 2) it is calculated locally from the registeredfeature map and 3) it is robust since local damage is isolated from other attentionfoci. The interest map could be neurally implemented as a sheet of mutuallyinhibitory cells. The purpose of the mutual inhibition would be to compute themax operation necessary to locate the peak corresponding to the most interestingpoint in the visual �eld. The types of features we are using to drive attention
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a. Cat: saccadic path b. Tablet: saccadic path

c. Cat: reconstructed image d. Tablet: reconstructed imageFigure 8: Saccadic paths and reconstructed imagesalso seem plausible, although here only the low-level features such as intensitydi�erences and corners are used, rather than higher level features such as faces.Treating blobs as �gure has some similarity with the Gestalt idea of \enclosedness"[6]. There is also support from eye-tracking experiments [4] that observers arestatistically more likely to foveate enclosed regions, than ones which exhibit poor\enclosedness". They conclude that this is due to the low-frequency channelsdominating in peripheral vision. This agrees with the approach taken in thiscurrent project.The attention mechanism could also be augmented by including higher levelfeatures such a symmetry and high level task direction. The features could beextended by the addition of 3D data (e.g. from stereopis) to give labelled surfacesdiscontinuities and including some treatment of motion.References[1] A Baumberg and Hogg DC. An adaptive eigenshape model. In David Pycock,editor, British Machine Vision Conference, volume 1, pages 87{97. BMVA,September 1995.
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